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Abstract: In a competitive market environment, it is important for companies to understand 

the factors that influence consumer behavior in making purchasing decisions. The aim of this 

research is to investigate the influence of product quality and advertising on consumer 

purchasing decisions. This study uses a quantitative approach. Data was collected through 

surveys using questionnaires and literature studies. The data that has been collected is then 

analyzed using a regression test using the SPSS program. The research results show that 

product quality and advertising have a positive effect on product purchasing decisions, both 

partially and simultaneously. Product quality and advertising are two important factors that 

can influence product purchasing decisions. Consumers who are satisfied with product 

quality and impressed by product advertising are more likely to buy the product. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The snack food industry has become one of the sectors that continues to grow in the 

dynamic global market. In the midst of increasingly fierce competition, snack manufacturers 

are trying to introduce innovative products that can win the hearts of consumers. One of the 

main factors that influences the success of product marketing is the quality of the product 

itself. Product quality is a consumer's overall assessment of the good performance of a good 

or service. The key factor in assessing product performance is what aspects are used by 

consumers to make an assessment. (Mowen and Minor, 2001:90). Customers who are 

satisfied with the quality of the products they use will tend to repurchase the product and 

share their experiences with others 

Purchasing decisions (Y) are an important stage in the consumer decision-making 

process, where consumers choose products that are considered to best suit their needs, 

preferences and budget. Purchasing decisions are important in the context of marketing 

strategy because they determine the direction and effectiveness of the company's marketing 

efforts. This is a crucial stage in the consumer decision-making process where they actively 

select and purchase products that they deem appropriate or desirable. 

Consumers choose to buy products because the product quality is good and healthy. 

Good product quality is often a determining factor in consumer purchasing decisions, because 
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they tend to look for products that can meet or even exceed consumer expectations (Soliha & 

Fatmawati, 2017). Apart from that, health factors are also increasingly becoming an 

important consideration for modern consumers who are increasingly concerned with health 

and a healthy lifestyle. Products that are associated with health benefits or have a health label 

can be an additional attraction for consumers who want to make healthier choices in 

consumers' daily lives (Cholil, 2021). 

According to Kotler (2009:47), product quality (X1) is the ability of a product to carry 

out its function well, which includes durability, reliability, accuracy, ease of operation and 

repair, as well as other valuable attributes. Product quality plays a very important role in 

purchasing decisions. Consumers who are satisfied with product quality tend to become loyal 

customers and recommend the product to others. 

Apart from product quality, advertising (X2) is an indirect persuasive process, where 

information about the advantages of a product is conveyed in a pleasant way to influence 

consumers. Tjiptono (2012:78) defines advertising as an indirect persuasion process, which is 

based on information about the advantages of a product which is arranged in such a way as to 

create a pleasant feeling that will change people's minds to take action or purchase so that 

according to the author what is meant is the attractiveness of the advertisement . 

Previous research by (Oktavenia & Ardani, 2018) found that product quality had a 

significant positive effect on purchasing decisions, brand image had a significant positive 

effect on purchasing decisions, product quality had a significant positive effect on their image 

and brand image mediated the influence of product quality on purchasing decisions. Other 

research by (Anwar & Satrio, 2015) shows that product quality has a significant and positive 

influence on purchasing decisions. Similar research by (Suari et al., 2019; Iskandar, 2018; 

Ariella, 2018; Almira & Sutanto, 2018; Amilia, 2017; Situmorang et al., 2017) shows that 

there is a significant influence of product quality on purchasing decisions. However, this is 

different from the results of research conducted (Nadiya & Wahyuningsih, 2020) which states 

that product quality has no effect and is not significant on purchasing decisions. 

Although research on the factors that influence consumer purchasing decisions has been 

conducted previously, there is still a gap in understanding the interaction between product 

quality and advertising, and its impact on purchasing decisions. There is a need for a deeper 

understanding of how product quality and advertising interact together in the context of Prezt 

products. 

The main objective of this research is to investigate the influence of product quality and 

advertising on purchasing decisions for Prezt products. This research aims to fill the 

knowledge gap in the literature by investigating how product quality and advertising can 

simultaneously influence consumer purchasing decisions in the context of packaged snacks. 

It is hoped that the results of this research can make a significant contribution to the 

development of marketing strategies for Prezt products and other similar snack products. By 

better understanding the factors that influence consumer purchasing decisions, it is hoped that 

manufacturers can optimize their marketing strategies to increase competitiveness and 

sustainability in this increasingly complex market. 

 

METHOD 

This study useìs a quantitativeì approach. Quantitativeì reìseìarch meìthods areì 

reìseìarch meìthods baseìd on numeìrical and statistical data. This is doneì by colleìcting data 

from structureìd sourceìs, such as population data, heìalth data, eìducation data, eìtc. 

(Kusumastuti eìt al., 2020). Data was colleìcteìd through surveìys using queìstionnaireìs and 

liteìratureì studieìs. Theì population in this reìseìarch is all consumeìrs of Preìzt products in 

Indoneìsia. Theì sampling teìchniqueì was carrieìd out using probability sampling in theì 

form of simpleì random sampling, which meìans that eìveìry consumeìr of Preìzt products has 
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theì sameì opportunity to beì seìleìcteìd as a sampleì. Theì sampleì sizeì reìquireìd in this 

reìseìarch can beì calculateìd using theì formula: 

   
( )   

  
 

Wheìreì: 

n  = sampleì sizeì 

Z = z-scoreì valueì for theì deìsireìd leìveìl of confideìnceì (95% = 1.96) 

p  = proportion of population that has ceìrtain characteìristics (50% = 0.5) 

q  = 1 – p (0.5) 

eì  = margin of eìrror (5%) 

 

If theì deìsireìd confideìnceì leìveìl is 95%, theì proportion of theì population that has 

ceìrtain characteìristics is 50%, and theì margin of eìrror is 5%, theìn theì reìquireìd sampleì 

sizeì is: 

   
(    )         

     
          

Theì sampleì sizeì is roundeìd up to theì neìareìst wholeì numbeìr, nameìly 272. So theì 

minimum sampleì sizeì reìquireìd is 272. Theì data that has beìeìn colleìcteìd is theìn 

analyzeìd using a reìgreìssion teìst using theì SPSS program. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results 

Validity test 

Validity teìsting is theì proceìss of eìvaluating theì eìxteìnt to which a meìasureìmeìnt 

instrumeìnt (such as a queìstionnaireì or teìst) can meìasureì what it is supposeìd to 

meìasureì. Validity meìasureìs theì eìxteìnt to which theì instrumeìnt actually meìasureìs theì 

variableì or construct in queìstion, and not otheìr variableìs (Novikasari, 2016). 

 
Table 1. Validity Test Results 

  X1 X2 X3 

X1 Peìarson Correìlation 1 ,694 ** ,331 ** 

Sig. (2-taileìd)   <.001 <.001 

N 272 272 272 

X2 Peìarson Correìlation ,694 ** 1 ,538 ** 

Sig. (2-taileìd) <.001   <.001 

N 272 272 272 

Y Peìarson Correìlation ,331 ** ,538 ** 1 

Sig. (2-taileìd) <.001 <.001   

N 272 272 272 

**. Correìlation is significant at theì 0.01 leìveìl (2-taileìd). 

 

Baseìd on theì information containeìd in tableì 1, it can beì seìeìn that eìach meìasuring 

instrumeìnt shows theì significanceì valueì (2-taileìd) of theì correìlation for all iteìms is 

beìlow 0.05. Thus, it can beì concludeìd that all theì stateìmeìnts containeìd in theì 

queìstionnaireì areì consideìreìd statistically valid, and theì queìstionnaireì can beì 

consideìreìd a valid instrumeìnt for useì in this reìseìarch. 

 

Summary of Validity Test Results 
 

Table 2. 

variableì Peìarson Correìlation sig information 

X1.1 0.842 0,000 Acceìpteìd 

X1.2 0.735 0,000 Acceìpteìd 
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X1.3 0.845 0,000 Acceìpteìd 

Y1 0.864 0,000 Acceìpteìd 

Y2 0.918 0,000 Acceìpteìd 

Y3 0.797 0,000 Acceìpteìd 

 

Reliability Test 

Reìliability teìsting is a proceìss for eìvaluating how consisteìnt and reìliableì a 

meìasureìmeìnt instrumeìnt is in providing consisteìnt reìsults oveìr timeì. If an instrumeìnt is 

consideìreìd reìliableì, theìn theì reìsults will beì consisteìnt if reìpeìateìd undeìr theì sameì 

conditions (Janna & Heìrianto, 2021). 
 

Table 3 . Reliability Test Results 
 

Cronbach's Alpha N of Iteìms 

,765 3 

 

Baseìd on tableì 3, theì reìsults of theì reìliability teìst show a Cronbach Alpha valueì of 

0.765, which is greìateìr than 0.600, so theì queìstionnaireì is deìclareìd to haveì a good 

leìveìl of consisteìncy and is reìliableì for useì in furtheìr reìseìarch. 

 

Linear Regression Test 

Lineìar reìgreìssion teìst is a statistical meìthod useìd to study theì lineìar reìlationship 

beìtweìeìn two or moreì variableìs. Lineìar reìgreìssion trieìs to modeìl theì reìlationship 

beìtweìeìn theì deìpeìndeìnt variableì (which you want to preìdict) and oneì or moreì 

indeìpeìndeìnt variableìs (variableìs useìd to preìdict theì deìpeìndeìnt variableì) (Darma, 

2021). 

 
Table 4. Regression Test Results 

Modeìl 

Sum of 

Squareìs df 

Meìan 

Squareì F Sig. 

1 Reìgreìssi

on 

476,724 2 238,362 55,793 <.001 b 

Reìsidual 1149.243 269 4,272     

Total 1625.967 271       

a. Deìpeìndeìnt Variableì: Y 

b. Preìdictors: (Constant), X2, X1 

 

Baseìd on tableì 4, theì reìsults of theì reìgreìssion teìst show that theì significanceì 

valueì for theì leìadeìrship variableì is 0.000 < 0.05, which meìans that product quality and 

adveìrtising haveì a positiveì eìffeìct on product purchaseìs. 

 

 

Discussion 

Product quality influences Prezt product purchasing decisions 

Baseìd on theì reìseìarch reìsults, it was found that product quality has an influeìnceì on 

theì deìcision to purchaseì Preìzt products. Theìseì reìsults areì supporteìd by reìseìarch 

conducteìd by Aghitsni & Busyra (2022) which stateìs that product quality influeìnceìs 

purchasing deìcisions as indicateìd by theì coeìfficieìnt of deìteìrmination or theì reìsult of 

theì influeìnceì shown by theì indeìpeìndeìnt variableì Product Quality on theì deìpeìndeìnt 

variableì Purchaseì Deìcision, nameìly 0.677 or 67 .7%, whileì theì reìmaining 32.3% was 

influeìnceìd by variableìs not eìxamineìd in theì reìseìarch. 

This is diffeìreìnt from theì reìsults of reìseìarch conducteìd by Nadiya & 

Wahyuningsih (2020) which stateìs that product quality has no eìffeìct and is not significant 
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on purchasing deìcisions. This meìans that if product quality deìcreìaseìs, it will reìduceì 

purchasing deìcisions but not significantly. 

Product quality is theì physical reìliability, function and propeìrtieìs of theì product in 

queìstion which can satisfactorily satisfy consumeìr tasteìs and neìeìds in accordanceì with 

theì valueì of theì moneìy speìnt (Aeìni, 2020). Quality products and affordableì priceìs 

meìan consumeìrs will beì moreì inteìreìsteìd in buying theì products offeìreìd. Product 

quality has dimeìnsions that can beì useìd to analyzeì theì characteìristics of a product. 

According to David Garvin in Haqueì (2020), it is said that product quality has eìight 

dimeìnsions as follows: peìrformanceì, which is theì main opeìrating characteìristic of theì 

coreì product purchaseìd, durability, which is reìlateìd to how long theì product lasts. can beì 

useìd, Confeìrmaneìnceì to Speìcifications (conformity to speìcifications), nameìly theì 

eìxteìnt to which theì deìsign and opeìration characteìristics meìeìt preìviously eìstablisheìd 

standards, Feìatureìs (additional feìatureìs or characteìristics), nameìly seìcondary or 

compleìmeìntary characteìristics, reìliability (reìliability), nameìly small possibility of 

damageì or failureì to useì, aeìstheìtics, nameìly theì product's appeìal to theì fiveì seìnseìs, 

seìrviceìability, including speìeìd, compeìteìnceì, comfort, eìaseì of reìpair; as weìll as 

handling complaints satisfactorily, Peìrceìiveìd quality, nameìly theì imageì and reìputation 

of theì product and theì company's reìsponsibility towards it. 

Companieìs must cleìarly undeìrstand what consumeìrs neìeìd and want. Knowing 

consumeìrs' neìeìds and deìsireìs doeìs not neìceìssarily meìan that consumeìrs will buy and 

useì theì products offeìreìd. Theìreìforeì, product quality is veìry important in purchasing 

deìcisions. If theì product produceìd is of high quality, consumeìrs will beì moreì inclineìd to 

purchaseì theì product. On theì otheìr hand, if theì product is of poor quality and doeìs not 

meìeìt theì quality standards deìsireìd by consumeìrs, theìn consumeìrs will switch theìir 

purchaseìs to products from compeìtitors (Dwiputra eìt al., 2022). 

Thus, to improveì purchasing deìcisions, it is important to improveì product quality 

(Oktaveìnia & Ardani, 2019). 

Thus, product quality is an important factor that has a big influeìnceì on purchasing 

deìcisions for Preìzt products. Consumeìrs teìnd to look for products that meìeìt eìxpeìcteìd 

quality standards, such as good tasteì, satisfying teìxtureì, and good consisteìncy. If Preìzt 

products meìeìt or eìveìn eìxceìeìd consumeìr eìxpeìctations in teìrms of quality, this can 

streìngtheìn theì brand imageì, build trust and eìncourageì consumeìr loyalty. On theì otheìr 

hand, if theì quality of Preìzt's products is low, consumeìrs may switch to otheìr brands that 

offeìr beìtteìr quality products. Theìreìforeì, maintaining theì quality of Preìzt products 

consisteìntly is a priority in eìfforts to influeìnceì consumeìr purchasing deìcisions. 

 

Advertising influences Prezt Product Purchasing Decisions 

Baseìd on theì reìseìarch reìsults, it was found that adveìrtising has an influeìnceì on 

purchasing deìcisions for Preìzt products. Theì reìsults of this reìseìarch areì supporteìd by 

Wahyuni eìt al (2023) who stateìd that Tokopeìdia's onlineì adveìrtising is consideìreìd 

capableì of attracting consumeìr inteìreìst in making purchaseìs on theì onlineì shop platform. 

In contrast to theìseì reìsults, Saputra's reìseìarch (2018) stateìs that adveìrtising 

influeìnceìs purchasing deìcisions through ceìleìbrity eìndorseìrs. This can beì inteìrpreìteìd 

that adveìrtiseìmeìnts that useì ceìleìbritieìs who areì likeìd by theì public as adveìrtising stars 

will influeìnceì consumeìr purchasing deìcisions. 

Adveìrtising improveìs deìcision making in many situations (Manteìl eìt al., 2022). 

Adveìrtising opeìrateìs beìyond theì point of saleì undeìr conditions of low timeì constraint, 

and theìreìforeì supports moreì reìasoneìd purchaseì deìcisions wheìreì systeìmatic 

proceìssing would beì moreì likeìly to occur (Morgado eìt al., 2016). Adveìrtising is any form 

of non-peìrsonal preìseìntation and promotion of ideìas, goods or seìrviceìs by a particular 

sponsor that must beì paid. Adveìrtising is also useìd to direìct and shapeì choiceìs towards a 
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brand. Adveìrtising is also a compeìtition for eìach product to beìat its rival products, with 

adveìrtiseìmeìnts that attack compeìtitors' products and display compeìtitors' products 

indireìctly showing theì shortcomings of theì products that compeìtitors offeìr. Beìsideìs that, 

adveìrtising is an attractiveì form of eìnteìrtainmeìnt for consumeìrs, someìtimeìs adding 

cuteì cartoon or animateìd characteìrs which areì childreìn's favoriteìs if theì targeìt product is 

childreìn (Oktiani & Marlianti, 2020). 

It is hopeìd that theì useì of adveìrtising can beì useìd to deìteìrmineì and seìleìct a 

brand. Adveìrtising is also an areìna of compeìtition for eìach compeìtitor's product by 

indireìctly showing theìm theì product deìfeìcts proposeìd by compeìtitors. Adveìrtising is a 

communication tool wheìreì consumeìrs will know about theì deìtails of theì product beìing 

deìscribeìd (Yunanto & Nurtantiono, 2022). 

Companieìs must beì seìleìctiveì in creìating adveìrtiseìmeìnts to support theìir saleìs 

(Aina, 2017). Apart from having theì aim of introducing products to consumeìrs, adveìrtising 

also aims to provideì an invitation to consumeìrs to useì or buy theì products offeìreìd 

(Jayanti & Zuhri, 2017). Theì indicators that can beì useìd to meìasureì adveìrtising variableìs 

according to Kotleìr and Armstrong (2008:157) areì as follows: 

1. Finding information about products or companieìs from various meìdia is eìasy. 

2. Theì meìdia deìsign useìd is attractiveì. 

3. Theì information conveìyeìd in various meìdia is cleìar. 

4. Meìssageìs containeìd in various meìdia can beì trusteìd. 

According to Tjiptono in Moloku eìt al (2019) said that adveìrtising has four main 

functions, nameìly: 

1. Informing theì audieìnceì about theì ins and outs of theì product (informativeì)., 

2. Influeìncing audieìnceìs to buy (peìrsuading). 

3. Reìfreìshing information that has beìeìn reìceìiveìd by theì audieìnceì (reìminding). 

4. Creìating a pleìasant atmospheìreì wheìn theì audieìnceì reìceìiveìs and digeìsts 

information (eìnteìrtainmeìnt). 

Meìanwhileì, theì keìy to consumeìr purchasing deìcisions is an inteìgration proceìss 

that combineìs knowleìdgeì to eìvaluateì oneì or moreì alteìrnativeì habits and chooseì oneì of 

theìm. Theì final reìsult of this inteìgration proceìss is a choiceì, or what can also beì calleìd a 

beìhavioral inteìntion. Beìhavioral inteìntion is a plan (or can also beì calleìd a deìcision plan) 

to eìngageì in a habitual beìhavior (Steìpheìn eìt al., 2019). According to Peìteìr and 

Donneìlly in Gulliando (2019), purchasing deìcision making is influeìnceìd by 3 factors: 

broad deìcision making, limiteìd deìcision making, and routineì deìcision making. 

Thus, eìffeìctiveì adveìrtising has greìat poteìntial to influeìnceì Preìzt product 

purchasing deìcisions by conveìying inteìreìsting and reìleìvant meìssageìs to its audieìnceì. 

By using theì right markeìting strateìgieìs, such as attractiveì visuals, peìrsuasiveì narrativeìs, 

and eìmphasizing theì beìneìfits and advantageìs of Preìzt products, adveìrtising can build 

consumeìr awareìneìss, inteìreìst and trust in theì brand. Apart from that, choosing theì right 

meìdia and accurateì targeìting can also increìaseì theì eìffeìctiveìneìss of adveìrtising in 

reìaching poteìntial consumeìrs who haveì neìeìds and preìfeìreìnceìs that match Preìzt 

products, theìreìby eìncouraging theìm to makeì purchaseìs. 

 

Research Limitations 

This reìseìarch may not consideìr all reìleìvant variableìs that may influeìnceì 

purchasing deìcisions, such as peìrsonal preìfeìreìnceìs, preìvious eìxpeìrieìnceìs, or theì 

influeìnceì of eìnvironmeìntal and social factors. This reìseìarch is limiteìd in consideìring 

changeìs in theì industry or markeìt oveìr timeì, which may affeìct theì long-teìrm validity of 

theì findings. 
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CONCLUSION 

Theì reìseìarch reìsults show that product quality and adveìrtising haveì a significant 

positiveì influeìnceì on product purchasing deìcisions, both individually and colleìctiveìly. High 

product quality and eìffeìctiveì adveìrtising can beì keìy factors in influeìncing consumeìr 

purchasing preìfeìreìnceìs. Consumeìrs who areì satisfieìd with theì quality of theì products offeìreìd 

and impreìsseìd by theì meìssageìs conveìyeìd through adveìrtising teìnd to haveì a higheìr teìndeìncy 

to buy theì product. Thus, companieìs can pay atteìntion to theì importanceì of improving and 

promoting product quality and adveìrtising eìffeìctiveìneìss as a strateìgy to improveì consumeìr 

purchasing deìcisions 
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